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Abstract This paper presents the design of a self-
clocked 12-bit non-binary fully differential SAR-ADC
using the SKY130 open-source PDK. The entire mixed-
signal circuit design and layout were created with free
and open-source software. The ADC reaches a sample
rate of up to 1.44MS/s at 1.8V supply while consum-
ing 703μW of power on a small 0.175mm2 area. A
configurable decimation filter can increase the ADC
resolution up to 16bits while using an oversampling
factor of 256. A 9-bit thermometer-coded and 3-bit
binary-coded DAC matrix using a 448aF waffle-ca-
pacitor results in a total capacitance of 1.83pF per
input. Realizations of configurable analog functions
using the form factor of SKY130 high-density standard
cells allow the parametrization of an analog circuit in
a hardware description language and hardening of the
macro in an intentionally digital workflow.

Keywords Charge redistribution DAC · CMOS ·
Digital-friendly · EDA · FOSS · Integrated circuit · Low
power · Open source · OSIC · RTL-to-GDS · SAR-
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Einsatz freier und quelloffener Software für den
Entwurf integrierter Schaltungen
Ein quelloffener 1,44-MS/s 703-μW 12-bit
nichtbinärer SAR-ADC mit 448-aF Kondensatoren
in einem 130-nm CMOS-Prozess

Zusammenfassung Dieses Manuskript beschreibt
das Design eines selbsttaktenden, volldifferenziel-
len, nichtbinären 12-Bit SAR-ADC, welcher für die
SKY130-Technologie mit einem Open Source-PDK
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entwickelt wurde. Das Schaltungsdesign bis hin zum
produktionsfertigen Layout wurde ausschließlich mit
freier Open Source-Software erstellt. Der ADC er-
reicht eine Abtastrate von bis zu 1,44MS/s bei einer
Versorgungsspannung von 1,8V. Die Leistungsauf-
nahme liegt dabei bei 703μW. Der komplette SAR-
ADC mit allen zugehörigen Schaltungskomponenten
nutzt 0,175mm2 Fläche. Mittels eines konfigurierba-
ren, digitalen Dezimierungsfilters mit einer maxima-
len Überabtastrate von 256 kann die Auflösung des
SAR-ADCs auf bis zu 16Bit erhöht werden. Der SAR-
ADC nutzt eine 12-Bit DAC-Matrix, welche in 9-Bit
Thermometer- und 3-Bit binär-codierte Zellen aufge-
teilt ist. Um eine möglichst gute Übereinstimmung
der Zellen zu erreichen, wird die gesamte Matrix
aus Einheitskondensatoren mit einer Kapazität von
448aF aufgebaut. Dies ergibt eine Gesamtkapazität
von 1,83pF pro Eingang. Um den manuellen Design-
Aufwand zu minimieren, wurde ein Teil der analo-
gen Schaltung mittels eines digitalen Designablaufes
realisiert. Dabei wurden zusätzliche Zellen im Form-
faktor von digitalen Standardzellen der Technologie
entwickelt. Damit können nun analoge Komponen-
ten ohne zusätzliche Intervention vollautomatisch
parametrisiert und bis zum fertigen Layout entworfen
werden.

Schlüsselwörter CMOS · Digital-friendly · EDA ·
FOSS · Integrierte Schaltung · Ladungsumverteilungs-
DAC · OSIC · Quelloffen · RTL-zu-GDS · SAR-ADC ·
SKY130 · stromsparend · Top Level-Hardening

1 Introduction to open-source IC design

Free and open-source software (FOSS) for the de-
sign of integrated circuits (IC) has been around for
decades. The most prominent specimen, the Sim-
ulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis
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Table 1 Open-Source tools and PDK available in IIC-OSIC-TOOLS used in this ADC
Tool Usage Ref.

Xschem Graphical schematic entry tool for full-custom circuit design incl. waveform viewer [29]

ngspice SPICE-level mixed-mode (analog plus digital) circuit simulator [21]

Xyce High-performance SPICE-level analog circuit simulator with support for large-scale parallel computing [42]

Magic Custom layout editor supporting DRC and parasitic extraction [9, 25]

KLayout Fast custom layout editor with DRC and LVS support [15]

netgen Netlist comparison tool used for LVS [10]

osic-multitool User scripts for DRC, LVS, parasitic extraction (PEX), Verilog linting, etc. [26]

Icarus Verilog Digital simulator and linter for Verilog [38]

Verilator High-performance digital simulator and linter for Verilog [36]

Yosys Digital synthesis tool for Verilog [39, 40]

OpenLane RTL-to-GDS flow (control and configuration scripts) [23, 33]

OpenROAD RTL-to-GDS engine: automatic placement and routing, delay extraction, and static timing analysis [1, 2, 24]

SKY130 SkyWater Technologies 130-nm CMOS open-source PDK [34]

(SPICE), was one of the first simulators for electronic
circuits in widespread use and is still the foundation
for most of today’s commercial and FOSS simulators.
Since then, FOSS for IC design has been a marginal
phenomenon, that was mostly relevant for academic
research.

Recently, FOSS for IC design has experienced a re-
naissance, with efforts of companies like Alphabet
(Google) and a considerable community of enthusi-
asts from academia and hobbyists, as well as com-
mercial entities trying to simplify the access and
usage of a stack of tools for digital and analog design.
Sponsored or low-cost multi-project wafer runs allow
private individuals, low-budget academic research,
and startup companies to enter IC design, explore
new creative ideas, and lower the entrance barrier to
this otherwise budget-intensive topic.

All these advances have led to a new spark in the
FOSS IC design area, which continuously picks up
pace. Multiple complete RTL-to-GDS flows for digital
design are available, combining many tools, and the
tools for analog design are also maturing. Finally, two
open-source Process Design Kits (PDK) (and more are
announced) allow everyone to access the information
required to design a chip.

Besides the benefit in IC research and development
of easily shareable designs and results in scientific
papers (like publishing the full design files of a cir-
cuit together with the usual measurement results),
these open-source EDA stacks allow the use in teach-
ing without the necessity of SW licenses, PDK NDAs,
and the mandatory (but hindering) access restrictions
for IP protection.

2 Open-source IC design software stack and
usage

The usage of open-source software in the construc-
tion of IC is not just a recent phenomenon. Quite
the contrary, many important developments in the
IC area started at university research labs many years
ago, and the resulting software has been made pub-

licly available under open-source licenses. The vener-
able SPICE [20] or the layout editing tool Magic [25]
are just two examples (and interestingly, both are still
in use today).

Furthermore, freely available open-source PDKs
are not a recent development either, with examples
like ASAP7 [7] being quite well-known and often used
in research papers. However, the (until recently)
available PDKs like ASAP7 are theoretical PDKs, which
means that (at best) simulation data can be created
and a layout file (GDS) can be produced, but no IC
can be actually manufactured from these efforts.

This situation changed drastically in 2020 when
SkyWater Technologies and Google released the first
open-source manufacturable PDK [41]. This swung
open the door to the possibility of having an actual IC
manufactured in a mature node (130nm), designed
exclusively with open-source design tools, and with
access to a PDK and process documentation with-
out the need for signing a non-disclosure agreement
(NDA).

However, one caveat is that to arrive at a fully func-
tional design flow, many SW packages must be down-
loaded, locally compiled, package dependencies re-
solved, configurations set correctly, and so on—all
this without a professional support hotline. While it is
known that electronic design automation (EDA) flows
for IC are complex, this additional layer of difficulty
is a significant entry barrier for newcomers. To sub-
stantially lower this barrier, packaged, configured, and
tested environments like the IIC-OSIC-TOOLS [27] are
available; this SW stack has also been used in the de-
velopment of this ADC.1

1 For ease of use, the OS-level virtualization environment
Docker [8] is used for the IIC-OSIC-TOOLS. The ready-made
Docker container contains the base OS and all SW-dependen-
cies, allowing good performance of this virtual machine when
run on a wide range of host machines and host operating sys-
tems, like Windows, Linux, and macOS. The virtual machine
can be accessed via various modes like VNC, Jupyter notebook,
or even a simple web browser, running locally or on a remote
server.
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Table 1 lists the used SW components of this en-
vironment for the presented mixed-signal design,
while many more are available, as documented in the
README of [27]. As can be seen, a full custom (ana-
log) design flow is supported spanning from circuit
entry, via simulation, to layout design and parasitic
extraction. Likewise, a digital RTL-to-GDS flow is
supported using OpenLane/OpenROAD [2, 33], which
allows the effective implementation of large digital
circuits [11].

Fig. 1 depicts how the individual building blocks
are constructed and assembled into the final top-le-
vel block. Custom analog blocks like the capacitor
matrix, comparator, and the VCM-generating charge
pump consist of a schematic SPICE netlist (used for
simulation and LVS), which is created using Xschem
and a layout view created in Magic. Magic can also
write an LEF- and a GDS-file, which, together with
a Verilog stub, is used for top-level assembly using
OpenLane/OpenROAD.

With the same tool set, custom digital standard cells
can also be created, which has been used for creating
dedicated large-delay cells, as the available delay cells
in the SKY130 libraries proved inadequate for this de-
sign. Behavioral Verilog models are synthesized and
tech-mapped into a SKY130 gate-level representation
using Yosys [40], and all subcomponents (custom ana-
log, custom digital, and standard digital) are automat-
ically placed and routed using OpenLane/OpenROAD,
requiring only minimal manual intervention.

3 Circuit design

As shown in Fig. 2, the presented SAR-ADC consists
of segmented capacitive digital-to-analog convert-
ers (DAC), a self-clocking mechanism, an embedded
switched-capacitor voltage divider for common-mode
voltage generation, a fully dynamic two-stage latch
comparator as proposed in [12] and a digital control
block with an integrated oversampling decimation fil-
ter. However, this paper focuses on the DAC, the self-
clocking mechanism, and the digital control block.

The internal clock generation is based on custom-
designed delay cells in the form factor of a SKY130
digital standard cell. This allows the parametrization
of an analog circuit in a hardware description langu-
age (HDL) and hardening using an unmodified digital
design workflow.

The proposed SAR-ADC has a physical resolution
of 12Bit, which can be increased up to 16Bit by over-
sampling followed by a boxcar decimation filter with
a selectable oversampling rate (OSR) up to 256. The
four least significant SAR weights include a digital
averaging filter to reduce the sampled noise. Post-lay-
out simulations reveal a maximum sampling rate of
1.44MS/s with nominal process parameters. Sources,
schematics, and the final layout are published on
GitHub [18] within the Apache-2.0 license.
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of the proposed open-source design
flow, including the essential tools and used/generated files

3.1 Digital-to-analog converter (DAC) matrix

Due to its simplicity and power efficiency, a 12-bit
digital-to-analog converter based on charge-redistri-
bution [37] is used for the proposed SAR-ADC. In this
case, the input signal is sampled onto a capacitive ar-
ray using the top-plate sampling method. As shown
in Fig. 3, the DAC matrix is segmented into 511 cells
of a 9-bit thermometer code and three cells of a 3-bit
binary code [16] for area-efficiency and improved lin-
earity. In addition, an arrangement of the whole DAC
matrix with fairly equal capacitor cells reduces offset
and mismatch errors. A single thermometer cell con-
sists of 8C unit capacitors (whereas C0 = 447aF) in an
area of 25μm2. The binary cells are constructed from
a thermometer cell with binary weighted unit capaci-
tors of 1C/2C/4C .

3.1.1 Layer stack considerations
The number and properties of available routing layers
in the SKY130 layer stack [35] must be considered in
the early phase of system-level planning. The SKY130
PDK is limited to one local-interconnect-layer li and
5 metal routing-layers m1–m5. Since the design rules
were disadvantageous for an area-efficient design us-
ing layer m5, it was fully dedicated to the top-level
power distribution network (PDN). In this case, layers
m2, m3, and m4 are used for the capacitor layout.

Since the capacitor is realized using metal layers
m2–4, the routing of the decoder circuit as shown in
Fig. 6 must be done in the residual layers li and m1.
Using the local interconnect layer for routing is a com-
promise to allow the waffle capacitor design on top of
the decoder to use three metal layers for best match-
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of
the proposed non-binary
SAR-ADC with self-clock-
ing mechanism, embedded
common-mode voltage ge-
neration, and highly flexible
integrated decimation filter-
ing [19]

Fig. 3 Assembly of the
DAC-matrix. 511 ther-
mometer and three bi-
nary cells allow address-
ing 4095 waffle-capacitors.
Additionally, 18 drive-, 77
dummy-, and one gate-cell
(S&H switch) complete the
DAC

Fig. 4 a Layout top-view
of the core- (thermometer-)
cell waffle-capacitor with 8
unit-capacitors (8C ) for ref-
erence. b Binary cell with 4
unit capacitors (4C ). c Bi-
nary cell with 2 unit capaci-
tors (2C ). d Binary cell with
1 unit capacitor (1C )

a b c d

ing performance, but the higher sheet resistance of
Rs,li = 12.8Ω/� (in comparison to metal layers) could
become the limiting factor regarding DAC speed.

3.1.2 Capacitor topology evaluation
For evaluation of matching and capacitance values in
different types of thermometer- and binary-code ca-

pacitors, eight different finger- and waffle-capacitor
structures, as shown in Fig. 5, were compared with
a focus on matching, capacitance, and area. Table 2
shows the cell capacitance Ccell and the unit cap ca-
pacitance of the resulting binary cells C0

1−16. Struc-
tures a and b of Fig. 5 show the most suitable compro-
mise concerning matching, capacitance density, and
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Fig. 5 Layouts of the in-
vestigated capacitor topolo-
gies. Topology a and b are
waffle-capacitor based, d–h
are inspired by finger-ca-
pacitors, and c is a hybrid of
both structures. The main
capacitance of structures
a–d, g is in layer m3-m3,
structures e and f use m3-
m4 while the main capaci-
tance of h is located in m4-
m4 [19]

a b c d

e f g h

Fig. 6 Schematic of the
DAC drive cell complemen-
tary sample signal genera-
tor [28] and the row/column
decoder circuit [31], which
are both integrated into the
DAC cells

Table 2 Extracted capacitance values of the investigated topologies
Capacitor in Fig. 5 (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

Unit caps C 0 per cell 16 8 8 8 16 8 8 8

Area per cell (ţm2) 41 25 23 22 17 24 28 19

Cell cap Ccell (fF) 9.2 4.8 0.6 3.1 0.7 1.1 5.6 5.0

Unit cap C 0
16 (aF) 572 – – – 46 – – –

Unit cap C 0
8 (aF) 595 593 76 389 51 134 695 621

Unit cap C 0
4 (aF) 637 620 – 385 75 173 705 672

Unit cap C 0
2 (aF) 720 675 – 410 130 240 785 685

Unit cap C 0
1 (aF) 870 780 15 440 240 350 960 770
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Fig. 7 Block diagram of
the self-clocking ring-os-
cillator loop in the ADC [6,
30]

parasitics. The mismatch in the binary capacitor cells
of setup c is the highest, resulting in an unreasonable
use of binary-coded DAC cells. The matching in the
binary cells of structure d is the best, but the gain
error is increased due to additional parasitic capaci-
tance from the top plate to the shield.

Structures e and f are no candidates for this design
since the small unit capacitors show high variance.
The structure g shows slightly more capacitance den-
sity than a or b, but in addition, the variance in the
binary caps is also high. The last structure h shows
a possible option with reasonable size and matching.
As a result, the waffle capacitors of structures a and
b were selected as the best topology for the proposed
SAR-ADC. The result is a DAC capacitor cell with 8
unit capacitors using a waffle structure and minimum
unit capacitance C0 = 447aF.

3.1.3 Semi-differential charge compensation
The capacitor is top-plate sampled, as a result, the top
layer of the capacitor is critical for matching and para-
sitics. On the other hand, the capacitor bottom plate’s
potential is well-defined in this topology, parasitic ca-
pacitance to the bottom plate does not affect match-
ing. Parasitic capacitance to the capacitor top plate
can add or pull charge from the DAC capacitor. Con-
stant parasitics to the capacitor top-plate, e.g., to VDD

or VSS, add gain error which can be easily compen-
sated. Parasitics to dynamic analog or digital signals
add errors that cannot easily be corrected. An addi-
tional shielding layer between the capacitor bottom-
plate m2 and the decoder routing layer m1 would be
highly preferable to shield parasitic capacitance be-
tween the top plate and the dynamic decoder control
signals. Still, the lack of available routing layers does
not allow adding such a layer in this configuration.

However, simulations have shown that the gaps be-
tween the DAC capacitor cell layouts, in the assembled
12-bit DAC matrix, expose the top plate to a critical
amount of parasitic capacitance, and it is necessary
to compensate for this capacitance. Semi-differential2

2 Differential layout and wiring, but single-ended evaluation of
the signals.

wiring of the row and column control wires was intro-
duced in the layout. The active-low column control
signal col has been extended by the active-high sig-
nal col. The row control signals row and rowon have
been extended by signal rowoff with the limitation
that exactly one signal is at potential 0V (active). In
contrast, the other two signals must be set to 1.8V
(inactive).

Parasitic extraction with Magic has been used to
match the parasitic capacitance between each control
signal and the DAC capacitor top plate. If a control si-
gnal changes its state, the injected charge is moved to
the semi-differential wire instead, and the net charge
injection on the capacitor top plate is compensated.
This adds complexity to the layout and the digital
logic, and this compromise increases the total par-
asitic capacitance to the capacitor top plate; however,
the initially dynamic error is shifted into the gain er-
ror.

3.1.4 Complementary sample signal generation
The row and column control signals are logically eval-
uated as single-ended signals, however, the pass gates
in the decoder circuit as seen in Fig. 6 are driven by
the differential signals sample_dac and sample_dac.
The complementary pass gates are sensitive to asym-
metric switching of the control signals: If a state tran-
sition of the signals sample_dac and sample_dac are
not symmetric, then VCM and vdrv can be shorted,
which negatively influences the voltage of VCM.

Post-layout simulation has revealed that asymmet-
ric switching is present if the complementary signals
are generated in the digital domain; hence, a re-
designed signal generation has been implemented in
the analog domain. The preferred solution for future
designs would be a non-overlapping clock generator
for both pass gates to prevent simultaneous on-states
of the gates. However, to avoid the routing overhead
of additional lines, the complementary sample signal
generator shown in Fig. 6 has been implemented in
the DAC matrix rows to generate moderately symmet-
ric complementary sample signals [28]. Generating an
inverted signal using a single inverter adds the signal
transition time of the inverter to the inverted signal,
therefore, the complementary signal transitions are
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Fig. 8 Delay module (au-
tomatically placed-and-
routed, using a custom-
made 5-ns delay cell) with
the circuit of the custom
delay standard cell

Fig. 9 The implemented
DAC matrix row/column
decoder modes in de-
pendence of the configu-
ration bit row_mode and
col_mode in a 4×4 matrix

unsymmetrical. The implemented circuit uses the
signal transition delay of a non-inverting always-on
pass gate to generate a similar signal transition de-
lay in the non-inverted signal. Both signals are then
inverted again to gain similar output drivers.

3.2 Clock generator

Two clock sources are necessary for the proposed
ADC, one slow clock for VCM generation, and a fast
clock signal clk_digital to control the SAR-ADC
logic and the comparator. This fast clock is asyn-
chronously generated on-chip [6] using the ring-
oscillator principle, shown in Fig. 7. The clock is only
active while the ADC is running to save energy.

The loop generates a clock signal with a period that
corresponds to twice the transition time through three
delay cells and the comparator conversion delay (the
delays of the inverters and NOR gates are negligible).
In this case, programmable delay cells (delay mod-
ules) are used to adjust the clock frequency to allow
enough settling time for charge redistribution after
switching operations and comparison. The compo-
nents X7 and X8 form an edge-detect circuit to sup-
press multiple conversions from a single positive sig-
nal edge of the trigger signal start_conversion. In
addition, standard cells were used as far as possible
to minimize the layout effort and simplify migration
to other process nodes.

As shown in Fig. 8, the delay module comprises
only standard cells. Organizing the delay chains into
N binary steps (20 ·5ns, 21 ·5ns, . . ., 2N−1 ·5ns) allows
hardware-efficient configuration using N configura-
tion wires. AND-gates before the delay inputs are used
to bypass unused delay cells and thus reduce power
consumption.

The signal delay could be generated by exploiting
the delay time of multiple buffers connected in se-
ries. The investigated SKY130 standard cells from the

high-density (HD) library have shown a delay time in
the order of 360ps per cell. A custom delay standard
cell was implemented to increase area efficiency with
a delay time of 5ns per cell. The circuit in the inset in
Fig. 8 consists of a weak inverter, capacitive load, and
a Schmitt-trigger circuit as the output stage. As the
custom delay cell is designed using the form factor of
a SKY130 digital standard cell, the layout of the delay
module and the clock generator can be generated us-
ing a fully automated digital workflow using a Verilog
gate-level description.

3.3 Digital control

The digital core module includes the DAC matrix row
and column decoders, synchronous digital core logic,
and asynchronous oversampling logic. The row and
column decoder translates the current DAC code to
the matrix row and column wire control signals [16].
It allows the selection of a meander or common-
centroid activation style3, the implemented modes of
operation can be seen in Fig. 9. The synchronous
logic handles the non-binary SAR algorithm [14] with
a non-binary ratio of 1.65, clock loop control, and
the calculation of the 12-bit result with averaging of
the four least significant SAR weights. The oversam-
pling module, which is asynchronously clocked using
a strobe signal, calculates the 16-bit oversampled
result [17].

The non-binary SAR algorithm in [22] was adapted
for a fully differential SAR-ADC. M is the resolution in
bit, Θ[k] ∈N is the kth weight of N weights while N is

3 In contrast to a hand-designed full-custom row-column-de-
coder, accommodating different cell activation schemes is low
effort when synthesizing the decoder from RTL and using an
RTL-to-GDS flow for implementation.
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Fig. 10 Layout exploration using OpenROAD. Figure left to right: manual macro placement; power distribution network and
standard cell power grid included; routing included

limited to {N ∈N0 :N ≥M}, and s[k] is the kth compar-
ison result with the following conditional value:

s[k]=
{
+1, if Vctop,p[k]−Vctop,n[k] > 0

−1, otherwise
(1)

Vctop,p[k]=Vctop,p[0]+VDAC+[k]−VCM (2)

Vctop,n[k]=Vctop,n[0]+VDAC−[k]−VCM (3)

The binary DAC value dDAC±[k] determines the ana-
log DAC reference voltage VDAC±[k] at the kth step:

dDAC±[k]= 2M−1∓
k∑

i=2
s[i −1] ·Θ[i ] (4)

The chosen DAC weights Θ[i ] are {2048, 806, 486, 295,
180, 110, 67, 41, 25, 15, 9, 6, 4, 2, 1} with

∑
Θ[i ]= 2M −1

for M = 12. The result d for the non-binary M-bit
SAR-ADC using N weights is in the set {d ∈N0 : 0≤ d ≤
2M−1} and is calculated using the generalized formula:

d = 2M−1+
N∑
i=2

s[i −1] ·Θ[i ]+ 1
2
(s[N ]−1) (5)

3.4 Top-level hardening

As seen in Fig. 2, the separated analog and digital
building blocks must be combined in a top-level cell.
The current OpenLane chip integration documenta-
tion [23] specifies a macro hardening stage, integra-
tion of hardened macros into the chip core, and inte-
gration of the hardened core into the pad frame. Each
hierarchical level reduces the highest allowed metal
layer by one level in such a hierarchical design. In the
chip core level, metal layer m5 is used for the PDN to
connect macros to their power rails on m4. However,
a macro inside another macro would be limited to the
usage of m3 as the highest layer, and so on.

This limitation had to be overruled in this work
because SKY130 MIMCAP layers use m4 at the low-
est hierarchy. According to the documentation, the
integration of a macro with MIMCAP layers, as seen

in the comparator and VCM generator, must be done
in the OpenLane core hierarchy. A method has been
found to integrate macros at the same hierarchical
metal layer as the current PDN generation. The ADC
hard-macro IP is hardened as a chip-core using metal
layers up to m5 in a way that allows integration into
another chip core at metal layer m5. However, if done
correctly, this method violates the documented rules
for chip integration, not the process’s design rules.
The PDN generator has been found to avoid short
circuits and connect macros to the PDN if PORT lay-
ers in the LEF file at the PDN metal layers m4-5 are
also defined in the FP_PDN_MACRO_HOOKS config-
uration of OpenLane, all other nets specified in the
LEF file at the PDN layers must be protected by ob-
struction OBS layers. For example, these obstruction
layers have been used in the DAC matrix to prevent
the generation of m5 structures above the DAC top
plate capacitor. The hardened SAR-ADC macro is sur-
rounded by a core ring, which allows power connec-
tions of the SAR-ADC to the top-level power network
at the edge of the IP block.

OpenLane has been configured to generate the
SAR-ADC top-level hard-macro IP using a digital-
on-top workflow, the different hardening stages are
shown in Fig. 10 using OpenROAD. The workflow
utilizes the GDSII and LEF file format as input for
the custom analog macro cells (DAC, comparator,
VCM generator, clock generator), and the digital RTL
is synthesized, as is shown in Fig. 1. The macros are
placed on the top-level macro area by manually spec-
ified coordinates at fixed core dimensions. The digital
standard cell grid is generated around the placed
macros on unused space. The analog macros and the
digital standard cell grid are connected to the gener-
ated PDN on m4 and m5. This work uses a vertical
m4 and horizontal m5 PDN. For the clock generator,
a custom PDN generation Tcl script was used to allow
connection from m4 down to m3, since the power
rails of the clock generator have been placed on level
m3. After PDN generation, the clock tree is synthe-
sized, standard cells are placed on the standard cell
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Fig. 11 DAC matrix trans-
fer curves of the pre-lay-
out and post-layout sim-
ulation (the data vector
sweeps from value 0 to
4095). a shows the full
transfer curve, b is zoomed
to DAC code 2048, showing
the mismatch in the LSB bit
translation

a b

Fig. 12 Post-layout simu-
lation of an A/D conversion
at the fastest configuration
fs = 1/694ns = 1.44MS/s.
The differential voltage
Vinp −Vinn has been set to
200mV. The conversion
has been triggered after
power-up and settling of the
generated common mode
voltage VCM

grid, and routing is performed. After several rounds
of optimization, the flow is completed, and the top-
level GDS and LEF are generated. Since the OpenLane
workflow was initially intended for digital workflows,
the layout is optimized manually using KLayout for
cleaner and wider analog signal routes.

4 Simulation results

The transfer function of the assembled DAC before
and after post-layout parasitic C-extraction using
Magic is shown in Fig. 11. The simulator ngspice
has been used to run the simulation. Fig. 11a shows
the inherently good linearity of the capacitive charge-
redistribution DAC topology, but the full-scale range
is limited to 0.167–1.672V due to gain- and offset-
errors. The zoomed DAC transfer function in Fig. 11b
shows the mismatch in the LSB bits. The top-level
post-layout SPICE netlist has been generated using

the parasitic C-extraction from the VLSI layout tool
Magic with the configuration ext2spice cthresh 0.1.
The resulting netlist contains 26e3 MOSFETs and
60e3 capacitors. The schematic tool Xschem has
been used to build a test environment with disabled
averaging, no oversampling, and the fastest clock
frequency. The A/D conversion has been simulated
using the parallel simulator Xyce at precision settings
ABSTOL=1E-15 and RELTOL=1E-6. Although Monte
Carlo mismatch simulations are possible by using
the presented open-source tools, they could not be
performed for the proposed SAR-ADC since the de-
sign is far too big, leading to a very long simulation
time for a reasonable set of data points. However,
the proposed SAR-ADC was proven by corner simu-
lations. The plot in Fig. 12 shows a conversion time
of Tconv = 694ns which corresponds to a sample rate
of fs = 1.44MS/s at an average power consumption of
703μW. Table 3 shows the comparable performance
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Table 3 Comparison to similar SAR-ADCs
ASSCC ASSCC CICC ICECS GitHubReferences

[32]’19 [43]’19 [4]’19 [31]’20 [3]’23

This work

Process (nm) 180 65 65 180 130 130

Open-source no no no no yes yes

Supply (V) 1.5 1.0 1.2 1.0 1.8 1.8

Resolution (bit) 12 9 10 14 10 12

OSR 8 8 1 4 1 1

Sample rate (kHz) 5120 10000 4000 4.096 1560 1440

Power (μW) 180.1 130 149 1.125 2100 703

Area (mm2) 0.192 0.072 0.24 0.349 0.149 0.175

FoMW (fJ/step) 180.7 35.9 87.7 158.2 2.12K 281†

FoMS (dB) 158.1 167.8 155.6 165.2 113.5 156.6†

FoMW =P/(2(SNDR−1.76)/6.02 ·2BW), FoMS = SNDR+10log(BW/P) † As this work is similar to [31], SNDR= 66.5dB is assumed for FoM estimation.

of this open-source SAR-ADC to the state-of-the-art,
designed with commercial tools.

5 Conclusion

A 12-bit SAR-ADC has been designed (using only
open-source EDA tools) for the open-source SKY130
technology. It is highly configurable and features inte-
grated decimation filters to increase the output word
size up to 16Bit. The integrated clock generator is
hardened using a digital design workflow by extend-
ing it with custom-made cells. A production-ready
layout (shown in Fig. 13, including an overlay indicat-
ing main blocks) has been generated with a digital-
on-top design flow, integrating the synthesized RTL of
the digital control block with custom analog layouts
of the DAC, comparator, and VCM generator, next to
the automatically hardened clock generator.

Fig. 13 Floor plan of the proposed 12-bit SAR-ADC layout
(434μm×403μm). The 3D visualization has been created using
gdsiistl [13] and Blender [5]

The simulated performance of this ADC is compa-
rable to similar SAR-ADCs that have been designed
with commercial tools and demonstrates the progress
that free and open-source integrated circuit design
tools have made recently.
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